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Abstract—The adoption of SSDs has become very prominent, but they still suffer from challenges to control write amplification. Traditional SSDs have single active append point where new data writes can be stored. Data of different lifetime stored together causes high write amplification. Recently, multi-stream SSDs are developed that allows multiple active append points. These multiple active append points can be used to store data of different lifetime in different locations within SSD. Such a data placement according to the lifetime of data would considerably reduce internal write amplification of SSD. For using multi-stream SSDs it is required to attach stream-id to each new incoming data writes. According to these stream-ids, the flash transition layer (FTL) of a multi-stream SSD then appends data to different erase blocks. Thus, multi-stream SSDs will help to reduce write amplification. But, to efficiently use this new multi-stream SSDs, it is important to properly identify stream-ids of data with respect to its lifetime. The lifetime of data is expected using different features that data exhibits like frequency, sequentiality etc. Stream-id identification using different features may have different impact on the final write amplification of multi-stream SSDs, depending on workload. Thus, it is required to quantify the impact of different data features that are used for stream-id identification on the resultant write amplification. Additionally, the combination of these data features may be used for stream-id identification, so it is also important to be able to study the impact of such different combinations. In order to address above challenges towards efficiently using multi-stream SSDs, here we propose a portable and adoptable framework to study the impact of stream-id identification using different workload data features and their combinations on write amplification of multi-stream SSDs. Our evaluation results show that use of appropriate features according to workload can considerably reduce the Write Amplification Factor (WAF) when compared to the legacy SSDs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The performance and fast data access speed of SSDs have attracted users to shift from traditional HDDs to SSDs. Although the major concern regarding SSDs is the degradation of its performance over time. The internal write amplification of SSDs is one of the main reasons that impacts performance of SSDS over time. Storing the mixed data with different data-lifetime can cause high write amplification which reduces endurance and performance of SSDs [2]. The traditional SSDs (legacy SSDs) have single open erase block to append the new incoming data, which would easily lead to mixed data within SSDs. To address this issue, the storage industry recently developed a new multi-streaming technology [3], [4] that allows a host system to explicitly open different "streams" in SSD and allocate write requests to these streams according to the expected lifetime of data. A multi-stream SSD enables the device to maintain more than one open erase blocks (append points) to store data of different lifetime in different physical locations. An efficient stream assignment in multi-streaming flash drives can reduce write amplification, and improve endurance and performance of SSDs. In order to better utilize multi-stream SSDs, it is challenging to predict data lifetime and ensure that data with similar lifetime are assigned same stream-id. This work proposes a multi-streaming interface that guides data placement within SSD drives. We bring-forth the first feature-based lifetime expectation model which correlates multiple workload features with stream-ids to ensure a good data placement. We explore the impact of different features on the lifetime of data and analyze the impact of their possible combinations on garbage collection and write amplification factor (WAF). In this paper, we present our idea of feature-based I/O stream identification, to packetize I/O data into different streams. Our technique provides a scalable method that is also capable to combine any number of application related features, to accurately capture data lifetime for construction of better streams. Our evaluation results show that usage of appropriate features according to workload can reduce the WAF up to 80% compared to legacy SSDs that do not contain streams. Moreover, we observe two very interesting behaviors that: (1) none of the features can be claimed as the best for all types of workloads, and (2) the benefit derived by using the combination of multiple features is not additive.

II. FRAMEWORK DESIGN

The block diagram of our technique is shown in Figure 1. It consists of two main phases: training and testing. Training is the pre-processing step for stream-id identification which needs to be performed only once. While testing represents the actual runtime phase of applications during which stream-id assignment is performed. Training and testing phases are performed in a cyclic pattern to capture the runtime workload changes. Here, we use a single cycle of these two phases to explain operation of our technique. It first uses blktrace and blkparse commands to obtain a real I/O block trace from the application platform as a training trace. This trace is then used by the training phase to extract the required features such as frequency, adjacent access and sequentiality. The captured features are enclosed in form of feature matrix that consists of \( n \times m \) cells, where \( m \) is the number of features analyzed for...
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To obtain high computational efficiency for feature extraction, we use our improved multi-threaded K-means clustering algorithm [5] to cluster sector chunks into K streams in parallel. In particular, each feature makes one dimension of clustering inputs and a relative weight factor can be used as an optional input to emphasize the relative importance of each feature in deciding stream-ids. By default, all features are considered to be equally important with the same weights. The number of clusters (i.e., $K$) of K-means algorithm maps to the number of streams supported by the SSD drive (e.g., 16 streams in the latest SSD drives). K-means algorithm is used to group all data points in the feature matrix into the given number of streams, and the results are stored in the dictionary (i.e., pairs of sector chunks and stream-ids).

The system runtime is considered as the testing phase where we have actual I/O operations (e.g., writes/updates) performed on storage devices. For a read, the operation of legacy and multi-stream SSDs remains the same. For a write or an updates multi-stream SSD allows multiple append points. Thus, to decide data placement on a multi-stream SSD using our technique, a stream-id is assigned to each sector chunk through a quick look-up in the LBA-StreamID (same as Sector_chunk-StreamID) dictionary. Thereafter, the assigned stream-ID is penetrated through the I/O stack until the data is actually written to that stream. For an erase, both legacy and multi-stream SSDs work in the same way by searching all finalized blocks for a GC candidate, and then copying out valid pages from that candidate.

### III. Evaluation

In this section, we present our experimental results to demonstrate the reduction of write amplification using different stream identification features. Write Amplification Factor (WAF), is the quantitative ratio of physical writes (in bytes) on SSD to logical writes (in bytes) by applications running on the host. Lower the WAF, better the lifetime and performance of the flash device. For our evaluation environment, we adopt the flash volume structure, which consists of a logical volume of 3TB with full stripping of 128KB. We evaluate our framework by using two application workloads namely Postmark and IOzone. Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the WAF reduction for these two benchmark traces. In detail, Figure 2 shows the relative WAF of multi-stream normalized with the WAF obtained by legacy. The x-axis of Figure 2 represents different techniques used for stream assignment in a multi-stream device. Here, EP is naive stream-identification technique that performs stream-id assignment by equally partitioning the available disk space. The remaining bars represent the features used to construct the dictionary for our framework. For example, FSA stands for a dictionary made by using a combination of frequency, sequentiality and adjacent access. Because the results are normalized to the WAF of legacy, the horizontal line at 1 represents the WAF of legacy with respect to itself. Thus, smaller the relative WAF, better the endurance of a multi-stream SSD compared to a legacy SSD.

In overall, WAF considerably reduced by using multi-stream SSDs when compared to the legacy SSDs. We first observe that if the workload is write intensive with a majority of random writes, then always multi-streaming gives a good reduction in WAF (e.g., Postmark which is 100% write/update workload with 98% of them as random writes). We also find that there exists a strong relation between I/O size and sequentiality. Both of these captures I/O writes happening for a long duration. For example, the average size of writes in IOzone is larger. Consequently, for IOzone the best feature to obtain the most WAF reduction is sequential (see "S" bar in Figure 2 (b)). However, we note that none of these features or combinations can be the best for both applications. Different workloads have different dominating attributes/characteristics. Different features thus have varying impacts on WAF under different workloads. Therefore we say that it is very important to have an effective approach to find a good combination of features.

### IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we build a framework to investigate the impact of stream-id assignment using different workload features, on write amplification of multi-stream SSDs. Our framework is scalable to incorporate any number of features. Our experimental results show that compared to legacy, multi-stream SSDs achieves at least 20% decrease in WAF across different workloads, which is a good qualitative improvement. We also found that different features have varying impacts on WAF of different workloads. In the future, we plan to explore better features to capture data lifetime. We would also like to study workloads of different I/O characteristics to suggest some features for better stream-identification.
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